AGENDA
1. Introduction of Speakers by Student Volunteers 
5 min
2. SelfIntroductions/Self Location: what is your official involvement with the work and
why does it matter to you 
5 min
a. Jaime
b. Brett
c. Nicole  making sure latecomers get handouts and caught up throughout.
d. Marnie
3. What is Safe Space? Is it possible or even desirable to establish? (Jaime  whole
section) 
10 min
Safety as Physical and Emotional Security
Is it possible to learn and to be consistently safe? Or is it a matter of setting
out a framework for respectful engagement and rigorous inquiry?
It is fine to ask questions at any time. We will not speak from any
perspective but our own. That is, we are not representing or speaking for.
Handout: Classroom Discussion and Research Ethics 2240
3. Gender, Gender, Sexual Orientation 1
5 min
Handout: Intersectional Analysis: Rethinking the Binaries (Brett and Marnie)
4. Terminology 1
5 min
History and the Politics of Language (Jaime)
Handout: Queer Terminology from A to Q (Brett) 
Break into groups 7 of 5.
Is there anything you find unclear or have questions about?
Can your group members help to clarify?
Which terms have you heard before? Which have you not?
Which terms do you feel comfortable using? Which not? Why?
Anything you think should be added?
5. Pronouns (Jaime) 1
0 min
Activity: pick a partner. Now tell a story to that person about one of the most
important people in your life without ever giving away their gender.
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Discuss. Why is this difficult?

How to ask for pronouns, preferred name, & the importance of these
↳
InClass or Out of Class
What to do if you misgender someone?

6. Case Studies (Brett) 3
0 min
All of us join the groups during discussion.
Douglas Anonymized and Compiled Case study.
Handout: QMunity Scenarios
7. Evaluation and Sign up to Stay Up to Date l
ast 5 min
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Sex, Gender, Sexual Orientation

LGBTQ+ Competency

Intersectional Analysis: Rethinking the Binaries

Sex

Gender Identity
Gender Expression

Sexual Orientation

All of these can change over the life course.
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The State of Spaces in the Lower Mainland
Academic Settings
Capilano
The Capilano Student’s Union has a set-up similar to Douglas’ in that it has an elected Queerliaison that heads a queer collective, with said collective having similar duties and powers as
that of Doulgas’. (i.e., some duties, no power beyond the vote of the liaison.)
The Counselling Office web page does not have any information specialised to LGBTQ+
students, and their list of resources does not include anything for LGBTQ+ issues nor any info
on the Queer Collective.
The Fall 2014 semester had a Queer Cinema course offered, with the following information
available on the Self-Serve Course Search:
Subject:

FILM 323 01

Title:

Queer Cinema

Course Description:

Course Description: This course examines
contemporary, cross-cultural queer cinema in
the mainstream studio, independent and
international film industries and the
relationship between queer cinema and the
global film communities.

Syllabus available upon request.

Relevant Web Pages:
http://csu.bc.ca/collectives/queer/
https://www.facebook.com/capilanoqc
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Kwantlen
In 2014, Kwantlen created a working group committee to:
The Positive Space Working Group will seek to establish a formal
"Positive Space Campaign for Kwantlen Polytechnic University (KPU) – its students,
faculty, staff and visitors to its campuses – that includes training sessions open to the
campus community to gain an understanding of:
● issues related to homophobia, biphobia, transphobia, cissexism and
heterosexism
● queer and trans* culture and local resources at KPU and in the surrounding
communities
● a recognized designation – following training – identifying participants as Positive
Space Campaign members and/or allies
● how to share this knowledge in the interest of ongoing improvement to KPU
policy, communication and support services"
This working group announced on its page that it had partnered with "PeerNet BC" to run a
"Positive Space Campaign". On a separate page they have listed 4 workshops on "inclusivity"
being held in the Spring (Winter Semester). "Inclusivity Workshops are described by KPU as:
"This workshop introduces principles of inclusivity and is open to all
students, staff, and faculty at KPU. Through discussions and exercises,
explore how you understand and perceive diversity. Increase your
knowledge and awareness of inclusivity and learn skills to promote and
practice inclusivity in your clubs, classes, and workplace. Inclusivity
Workshops are good for you, good for your resume, and good for KPU!
Workshops are free!"
Relevant Web Pages:
http://www.kpu.ca/positive-space-kwantlen
http://www.kpu.ca/inclusivity-workshops

SFU
SFU formed a “Healthy Campus Community” initiative to work on issues, including genderinclusive washrooms.
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SFU has the "Out On Campus: LGBTQ+ Centre" ("OOC"), which includes a page on the "Trans
and Gender Diversity Project", which aims to:
"The goals of the project are to create a guide to the university for trans and gender
diverse members of the SFU community. The guide will contain relevant policies (such
as how to change your name and gender marker, location of gender inclusive
washrooms, polices [sic] and practices around trans folks accessing recreation facilities
and athletics, amongst other policies). The guide will also include testimonials from past
and current trans and gender diverse students regarding their experiences at SFU. The
project is also intended to foster a sense of community amongst trans and gender
diverse folks at SFU. Mainly the guide is intended to allow trans and gender diverse
students to engage in their studies, and with the community as comfortably and fairly as
possible."
Their page on the project indicates that it is currently in the final stages of research, and will be
going to the planning stages for the creation of the guide in the near future.
In regards to current washrooms on the Burnaby Mountain Campus, the web page seems to
infer that gender-inclusive washrooms exist. There is a link included on a "resources" page for
the OOC which links to http://www.refugerestrooms.org, which lists user-submitted locations of
gender-inclusive/single-stall washrooms.
Relevant Web Pages
http://ooc.sfss.ca/

Emily Carr (ECUAD)
Emily Carr is currently in the public input stage of the process to create a safe space. No efforts
are being made to introduce inclusive washrooms at the current campus due to the new campus
being created. Plans are being made to try to facilitate the creation of inclusive washrooms at
the new campus.

UBC
UBC-Robson does not have any single occupancy or gender-inclusive washrooms.
UBC - Point Grey has been the focus of the UBC-AMS, the Office of Access & Diversity, and the
Equity Office for attempts to ensure that gender-diverse persons are just as able to access the
entirety of the campus.
UBC currently offers the following to its students:
● Name Changing for non-legal documents (e.g., class roster lists),
● Gender-designation changes for non-legal documents,
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●
●
●
●

Assistance locating safe and non-threatening living accommodations both on- and offcampus ,
Assistance with learning how to discuss issues of gender with professors,
Information on gender & human rights law in BC,
and "Relevant campus resources".

UBC-Point Grey underwent an audit between July and August of 2006 entitled: "Answering
Nature's Call: An Accessibility Audit of Single-Stall Washroom Facilities at the University of
British Columbia - Point Grey Campus". This audit found that while the single stall washrooms
on campus were "generally" accessible to those with physical disabilities, they were not
accessible to those with non-binary genders, those who are trans*, nor were they generally
accessible to those with small children. In addition to this, they found some of the washrooms to
be unsatisfactorily accessible to the physically handicapped. As part of the audit, single-stall
washrooms on campus were individually assessed for accessibility.
One result of the audit was the creation and dissemination of a pamphlet listing all of the
gender-inclusive single-stall washrooms on campus. This list shows the washrooms by building,
with information denoting if the washroom is:
● GI - Marked with signage indicating the gender-inclusivity of the washroom,
● N - No signage is on the washroom,
● U - Unisex signage is on the washroom,
● UW - Signage indicates that the washroom is unisex and wheelchair accessible,
● W - A sign indicating that it is wheelchair accessible is on the washroom, but
nothing denoting gender,
● * - Indicates that the washroom is "physically accessible except for the presence
of some inaccessible hardware and/or a heavy door"
An interview with a self-identifying genderqueer UBC student indicated that the implementation
of the services, such as name & gender changing for online forms, are working well and viewed
as extremely helpful; the lack of inclusive washrooms, however, has left them avoiding parts of
the university. The student said that they were fortunate that the building which holds the
majority of their major's classes in has an inclusive washroom. They reported finding all of the
information they needed on this topic at the Access & Diversity Office.
Relevant Links
students.ubc.ca/access
equity.ubc.ca
prideubc.com

VCC
Attempts to contact the VCC LGBTQ/Safe Space committee/group were unsuccessful.
Receptionists at the VCC Student Union office were unaware of any LGBTQ organisations, nor
did they have any information regarding if there even was a safe space on campus. Further
attempts made through a current VCC student to gather information were unsuccessful. Online
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inquiries indicated that such a committee/group did at least exist at one point, as a news article
indicated that such a group had successfully petitioned VCC to raise the LGBTQ+ flag at the
downtown campus during Vancouver's pride week.
Relevant Link
http://www.vcc.ca/about/college-information/news/article/vcc-raises-rainbow-flag-for-prideweek.html

Langara
It was reported that the new building, to house the science department, will have one genderinclusive washroom on each floor.
Recent Audit article from the Langara voice http://langaravoice.ca/2015/04/01/video-and-datalangara-college-washroom-audit-2015/
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Suggested Reading
Feel free to contact Brett Collins with any questions regarding the material on this page. My contact information can be
found at the bottom of this page.
Please Also Read the List of Community Resources

Queer Terminology  from A to Q
A terminology guide from QMUNITY, a Vancouver LGBTQ+ resource centre. Basic, and is a
good start, however lacks depth.

Stages of Adjustment in Family Members of Transgender Individuals
While the clinical literature contains descriptions of the families and partners of transgender
individuals, a description of the family members' processes of adjustment to a relative's
transgender identity has not previously appeared in the family therapy literature. Family members
experience different processes from the transgender individual. This article discusses stages that
family members may experience and is directed toward therapists who work with any member of
the family, as well as toward transgender individuals who may need to understand their families'
experience.

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender (LGBT) Issues and Family Caregiving
"Although the purpose of this monograph is not to debate whether LGBT identity serves as a
separate culture, it does take the position that LGBTidentified individuals are members of a
minority community with unique needs that in turn shape the development and delivery of
competent services for its informal caregivers. Therefore, the purpose of this monograph is to raise
awareness of the unique components of the sociocultural context that impact LGBT caregivers and
provide information and resources which will assist providers, program planners, researchers and
policymakers in increasing their competence in serving this population. The monograph begins
with a discussion of the definition of LGBT, and then is divided into four key sections and an
appendix: (a) an overview of sociocultural contexts influencing LGBT caregiver service
utilization, (b) an examination of barriers to service utilization, (c) suggestions for overcoming
obstacles to service utilization, (d) a brief discussion of promising programs and services for
LGBT caregivers, and (e) resources and readings."

Engaging Families to Support Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Youth: The
Family Acceptance Project
This article reports on the various phases of the Family Acceptance Project and discusses some of
the findings, resources, and implications for practice. The FAP was designed as a research,
education, intervention, and policy initiative thatwould: 1) strengthen and help ethnically and
religiously diverse families support their LGBT children; 2) improve the health, mental health, and
wellbeing of LGBT children and adolescents; 3) help LGBT youth stay in their familial homes to
prevent homelessness and the need for custodial care in the foster care and juvenile justice
http://suggestedreading.bitballoon.com/
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systems; 4) inform public policy and family policy; and 5) develop a new evidencebased, family
model of wellness, prevention, and care to promote wellbeing and decrease the high levels of risk
for LGBT young people that restrict life chances and positive youth development.

TWOSPIRIT YOUTH SPEAK OUT! / Analysis of the Needs Assessment Tool
This document provides an overview of the context of 2 spirit persons, and provides information
regarding what the specific challenges are to these persons. Written by the Urban Native Youth
Association.

Queer Reads
A list of suggested queer books for further reading. Mostly fiction.

Standards of Care, ver.7 (WPATH)
The Standards of Care, Version 7, is a publication of the World Professional Association for
Transgender Health, an international professional organisation for the determination of best
practices for the care & treatment of trans persons. This publication outlines the empirically
supported best practices for all forms of care for trans people, from mental health counselling, to
hormone therapy, to surgery.

Canada's trans people face lengthy wait times for medical care
A journalistic overview of the state of transgender medical options in Canada. An article on the
Globe & Mail by Kelly Grant.

Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity
"In 'Gender Trouble' Judith Butler undermines the distinction between sex as a natural given
category and gender as an acquired cultural social category. Butler argues that sex also is a
socially constructed category which stems out of social and cultural practices and in the context of
a discourse that has a history and its own social and political dynamics. In "Gender Trouble" Judith
Butler develops her famous performative theory of gender (and the analysis of drag queens in this
respect) which tries to account the manner in which a subject identity is formed while establishing
Butler's claim that gender identity is not a manifestation of intrinsic essence but rather the product
of actions and behaviors, that is, performance. In other words, Judith Butler argues that everyday
actions, speech utterances, gestures and representations, dress codes and behaviors as well as
certain prohibitions and taboos all work to produce what is perceived as an essential masculine of
feminine identity. Butler aims at deconstructing this notion of integrated, stable identity as the
extension of an inner essence, and the illusion of the sexual body, which are in Butler's view
repressive and dangerous, but also undermineable." (http://goo.gl/Zu9LVP, 2011)

ANSWERING NATURE’S CALL
Entitled Answering Nature's Call: An Accessibility Audit of SingleStall Washroom Facilities at the
University of British Columbia  Point Grey Campus, this audit undertaken by UBC sought to
determine if UBC's facilities at Point Grey were accessible for LGBTQ+ &/or handicapped
persons. The audit made 35 recommendations.
http://suggestedreading.bitballoon.com/
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Community Resources
Feel free to contact Brett Collins with any questions regarding the material on this page. My contact information can be
found at the bottom of this page.
Please Also Read the List of Suggested Readings

This is by no means an exhaustive list, and it is highly encouraged to contact the below organisations
about what other services may be found. Amongst the services not listed are the specific clinics &
resources offered by Vancouver Coastal Health, individual therapy groups, etc . . .

QMUNITY: BC's Queer Resource Centre
From their website: "QMUNITY responds to BC’s queer communities’ needs and helps them
thrive. Our building ensures a place for LGBTQ community members to fully selfexpress without
fear or feeling unwelcome and it serves as a catalyzer for community initiatives and collective
strength. It’s not only a physical space but also a space created by the coming together of LGBTQ
individuals searching for community."

Trans Alliance Society: Embracing Gender Diversity
"Trans Alliance Society (TAS) is a registered nonprofit with the British Columbia government
and is governed by the society act and its constitution. The aims, goals and mission statements
associated with Trans Alliance Society (TAS) are enshrined in our Constitution and our website.
We broadly summarize these as transgender support, education, outreach and advocacy. In each of
these areas, TAS can provide the resources and information needed by transpersons in Vancouver
and throughout British Columbia, going out and speaking at schools and the workplace, enlisting
the support and participation of allied individuals and groups, and pushing for reforms, wherever
needed."

THiP: Transgender Health information Program (Vancouver Coastal Health)
"The VCH Transgender Health Information Program is a BCwide information hub providing
access to information about gender affirming care and supports. Our support services include those
for people who identify as trans*, their families, friends, loved ones and service providers."

Douglas College Student's Union Pride Collective
"The DSU Pride Centre is a Positive Space for LGBT2Q+ Douglas College students, as well as the
spectrum of people who don't fit into that acronym. The Douglas Students' Union Pride Centre is a
Positive Space available to not only Douglas College students, but to the wider community as well.
We are located on the middle floor of the DSU in Room 206."

Out on Campus: LGBTQ+ Centre (SFU)
"Out on Campus is students, staff, faculty, allies, and alumni working together to reduce
http://suggestedreading.bitballoon.com/resources
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discrimination and increase awareness about lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender people on
campus and in society. We are committed to resisting all forms of discrimination and oppression,
and recognize that LGBTQ+ people represent a wide diversity of communities."

PrideUBC
"Pride UBC Collective is an AMS resource group that offers educational and social services
dealing with sexual and gender diversity to the UBC community, including but not limited to
students, staff, and faculty. Pride UBC provides support and information to those who self identify
gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, transsexual, twospirit, asexual, queer, questioning, intersex,
those who do not identify and allies; assists people who are coming out; supplies a forum for
dialogue about sexuality and gender identity; holds social events, and educates the wider UBC
community about the variation in human sexuality and gender identity. Members of the group
come from diverse backgrounds and everyone is welcome regardless of sexuality or gender. Come
find us in the SUB, room 245C in the Resource Groups Area."

Urban Native Youth Association
"UNYA is a registered notforprofit society with the Province of BC and a federally registered
charitable organization. UNYA was formed in 1988 to address Native youth issues when growing
numbers of young people began leaving reserves for the city. Many continue to arrive in
Vancouver with few job skills, minimal training or education, and little or no knowledge of where
to go for help. Today, approximately 60% of the Native population lives in urban settings, and
60% of the overall Native population is under the age of 25. As of 2013, we have over twenty
programs, over one 165 volunteers, almost 100 full and parttime staff, and 265 community
partners. Our annual operating budget is approximately $4.3 million."
UNYA is a well known supporter of the LGBT2SQ+ community, and was host for the 2008
National Aboriginal LGBTQT Summit. They actively assist 2spirit and queer aboriginal youth.

Gay Warriors
"Gay Warriors is a Two Spirit/Gay Men Talking Circle. The Healing Circle is based on aboriginal
practices and ceremonies. We have group discussions on various topics including healthy
relationships, sexuality, grief and spiritual practices."

Dancing To Eagle Spirit Society
"The purpose of the society is to advance Native American healing and spiritual principles for
aboriginal and nonaboriginal people who self identify as two spirit persons. To educate the public
on the Sweat lodge ceremony and other Native American spiritual practices."

http://suggestedreading.bitballoon.com/resources
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